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Background

The survey

•SN progenitors are not well constrained:
is there any specific relation on which kind
of massive star produces which SN type?
•Direct progenitor detections have been
achieved, but some caveats:
• Difficult to increase statistics
• Need disappearance confirmation
• No metallicity information
• Pre-SN stellar evolution uncertain
•Environment study provides independent
clues, may complement direct detection

•Extension of Kuncarayakti+2013ab (AJ,
146, 30-31), 4x sample size
•Same idea: identify SN parent stellar
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population and derive coeval SN
progenitor properties from it
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Metallicity via strong lines

Age (i.e. lifetime) of a star is governed
by its initial mass & metallicity

Determine stellar population
age (choosing SSP model with
appropriate metallicity)

Age (lifetime) of
the star as a
function of
initial mass

12+log(O/H)

Results

•No significant difference
in mass & metallicity for
each SN types
•On average, Ic tend to be
the most massive &
metal-rich
•Low metallicity for IcBL
•Low mass for IIn

Initial mass (M⊙)

Measure HαEW & line ratios

CaT

Age indicators via
SSP models

Detect SN parent cluster/
HII region, extract &
analyze spectrum

Typical procedure for 1-D spectra:

Age indicators
from Starburst99
SSP model (single
burst assumed)

Convert age to SN
progenitor initial mass

•On the mass-metallicity
plane, compared to Georgy
+2009 theoretical
prediction
•No groupings by SN type
(they mostly overlap)
•Some Ib/c correspond to
binary progenitors less
massive than single WR
stars (M0 < 20-25 M⊙)
•Mass & metallicity not
the only factors deciding
final SN type

Some new improvements
•AO-assisted IR IFU with SINFONI: high spatial
resolution, star formation history assessment:
close to instantaneous burst
•SSP models tested for validity (A&A forthcoming,
arXiv:1607.03446)
•Host galaxy study using MUSE

Hα vs. [N II]

No spatial correlation between CO
and Br𝛾 (c.f. Hα vs. [N II])
MUSE collapsed cubes of SN hosts
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